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Cameron Montag 

Note: This puzzle was carried over from our Portal 2 themed hunt and may contain 

some Portal 2 references. 

EXPERIMENT #[REDACTED] - F A I L U R E 

[6/29/17]: Sonic head-swapping device didn’t work quite as planned. Resulted in unsightly mutations in 

test subjects. The obtained results, presented in alphabetical order, are quite cryptic and will 

require further study. 

[7/3/17]: After analyzing these mutations, Dr. Brooker has announced that he has invented a piece of 

technology that could help avoid these errors in the future. Hopefully we can prevent another 

situation like this one. 

Test Subjects 

Form of mass transit made by Valve? 

Crustacean’s weed? 

Jailbird’s communication tool? 

Keep an eye on where your wallet is? 

Royal fruit often stolen? 

Digit depiction? 

Military-grade vehicle with lots of teeth? 

Comedically insult a cow? 

Wakandan civil rights activist? 

Speed contest over 1/660 of a furlong? 
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Resulting Pile of Bodies 

One that ignores all known laws of aviation heads into the sunrise to become an animal (5) 

One who pales gives Parisian white to her (8) 

Headless pastry makes 3D solid (4) 

Wreck is scary at Soho, defying the odds (5) 

Designer Jacobs does a headstand and eats bit of egg - it might be sour (5) 

Type of online book is $500 off overturned decaf (4) 

Falling unconscious, number datatype and I enter an animal tooth (8) 

Go reach a bit first! (4) 

Keepsake rocket goes right to left (6) 

Group of wolves undoes the natural log of the shortest physical length (4) 

Pumpkins’ home security update (5) 

Suite Life’s Lewis puts £0.01 on mound (5) 

Lacking fasteners spin with no head towards the French Hitler’s forces (7) 

Earnestly advocate to put grain of rice inside fuzzy fruit (6) 

Relief after losing 51 in aquatic habitat (4) 

Castle is OK - or confused (4) 

Toy Story actor puts foot on head to make crude weapon (5) 

One who burns a musician (6) 

Leave a mark, so that isn’t odd (5) 

Covering Star Lord actor who inverts endlessly (4) 

 

Cryptics got you confused? Check out http://www.crosswordtools.com/cryptic-crosswords.php 
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